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ABSTRACT
Garment pattern design is an extremely significant factor for the success of fashion company in mass customization and indus-
try 4.0. In this paper, we proposed a new approach for constructing a garment pattern design knowledge base (GPDKB) using
sensory analysis, ontology and support vector regression (SVR) modeling, aiming at systematically formalizing the complete
knowledge on garment pattern design and realizing garment pattern associated adaptation. This approach has been described
and validated in the scenario of personalized men’s shirt design. The GPDKB consists of three components: conceptual knowl-
edge base, relationship knowledge base and adaptation rules knowledge base. After selecting the optimal garment patterns using
data twins-driven technique, the GPDKB has been built by learning from quantitative relationships between garment structure
lines, controlling points and garment patterns and then simulated for pattern parameters prediction and pattern associate adap-
tation. Finally, the performance of the presented approach was compared with other classical data learning techniques, i.e., mul-
tiple linear regression and backpropagation-artificial neural network. The experimental results show that SVR-based approach
outperform another two techniques with the lowest average of mean squared errors (0.1279) and average of standard deviation
(0.1651). And the adaptation effect of GPDKB is equivalent to existing grading method. The general principle of the proposed
approach can be adapted to creation of design knowledge bases for other type garments such as compression leggings. In fash-
ion industry, the proposed GPDKB can effectively support designers by rapidly, accurately and automatically predicting relevant
pattern adaptation parameters during garment pattern design.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Atlantis Press B.V.
This is an open access article distributed under the CC BY-NC 4.0 license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the rapid development and wide implementation of
advanced technologies, we are undergoing a revolution toward
smart manufacturing, named Industry 4.0. Quick response to con-
sumers’ fast-shifting and individualized needs, is regarded as one of
the core competitiveness for the success of the enterprises in many
industry sectors [1–3]. In this context, as a hybrid productionmode
of made-to-measure and mass production, leveraging the person-
alized services and high productivity of the two modes, mass cus-
tomization has been increasingly applied in the apparel industry
recently [4,5]. With the population of garment mass customization,
two new essential targets for garment pattern (GP) design arise in
the process of personalized garment design and production in the
era of Industry 4.0. First, the GPs should perfectly conform to the
diverse body types of consumers aiming at meeting the person-
alized expectations on garment fit. Second, the patterns used for

*Correspondence author. Email: wangjp@dhu.edu.cn.

production should facilitate to reduce production difficulties and
promote productivity as much as possible. However, these targets
can hardly approached simultaneously in traditional way [6].

Presently, cutting-edge 2D/3D computer-aided garment design
software systems, such as Lectra 3D prototype, Clo 3D, Opitex,
VStitcher and Vidya, have been intensively developed and applied
as a powerful tool to facilitate the improvement of pattern design
process [7]. Although the fashion product development cycle and
cost have been greatly reduced with the support of the novel solu-
tions, design high-quality personalized GPs meeting the require-
ments of garment mass customization remains a knowledge and
experience-intensive work in the fashion industry. For the sake of
efficiency and productivity, patternmakers commonly utilized the
existing GPs as the start point and construct new GPs by adapt-
ing existing patterns. The satisfactory desired personalized GPs can
be obtained by performing the workflow of “adaptation of exist-
ing patterns-3D virtual prototype display and evaluation-pattern
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parameters re-adaptation” repeatedly until the patternmaker and
consumer are both satisfied. However, this process requires con-
siderable time, even an expert patternmaker will spend multiple
hours to obtain desired patterns from scratch [8]. Furthermore, fast,
accurately and automatically predicting relevant pattern adaptation
parameters in the process of GP design is considered as the hardest
knowledge, which can hardly be mastered by the novice in a very
short time [9]. Besides, the enterprises have to face the risks led by
the turnover of experienced experts, whichwill cause immeasurable
loss for the enterprises. Hence, a new knowledge-driven automatic
approach is needed for GP design to overcome the abovementioned
shortages in garment mass customization.

Domain-specific knowledge bases (KBs), as curated information
repositories, can offer invaluable insights and references to support
users making better decisions in their applications [10] and has
been successfully implemented in many critical economic indus-
trial fields, such as aeronautic, automotive and pharmaceutical
industry [11–13]. In fashion industry, the implementation of KB
has also attracted increasingly attentions in recent years. Mok et al.
put forward a customized fashion sketch design support system for
general customers to generate the preferred fashion design sketches
in a user-friendly way, based on an IGA-based knowledge model
[14]. In order to improve the recommendation for apparel prod-
ucts on shopping sites, Zhou et al. present a framework for apparel
recommendation by establishing a knowledge model of clothing
design elements and perceptual image based on Kansei engineering
and collaborative filtering algorithm [15]. Hong et al. developed a
case-based color recommendation system for online color ranges
recommendation by learning from the users’ color image percep-
tual data and designers’ knowledge [16]. Zhang et al. set up a jean
knowledge base using sensory evaluation and intelligent data fusion
technique, which can be integrate into an intelligent garment rec-
ommendation system [17,18]. A dress knowledge base was present
by Ling et al. in order to realize personalized dress recommenda-
tion [19]. Dong et al. put forth a designer-oriented, knowledge-
based recommender system to support personalized fashion
products design, aiming at generating personalized fashion
schemes with their virtual demonstrations for a specific consumer
intelligently and automatically [20]. These research results offer
good cases of knowledge-based personalized fashion design.

Previous KBs proposed in the fashion industry mainly focus on the
technical supports for fashion art design related issues, such as fash-
ion schemes generation, fashion sketches creation and color ranges
recommendation, etc. However, they rarely deal with GP design,
which is considered as one of the most critical and knowledgeable
works in the fashion company, linking fashion design and garment
production. As a matter of fact, experienced and skillful garment
patternmakers usually work with their professional and multidisci-
plinary knowledge, such as the general design rules, specific adap-
tation rules characterizing the relationships between fashion design
elements (fabrics, styles and human body shapes), fashion trends,
as well as the successful cases with the corresponding parameters.
In this context, the construction of garment pattern design knowl-
edge base (GPDKB) is extremely significant for garment mass cus-
tomization because it can effectively and powerfully support the
designers tomake decisions in personalized garment design by inte-
grating and formalizing the classical knowledge in interaction with
the 3D garment design software. Formalization and exploitation of
the classical knowledge constitute the key issue in the creation of
the GPDKB.

In this study, we proposed to construct a GPDKB (see
Figure 1) toward garment mass customization. In this KB, an
ontology-based concept knowledge base (CKB) was set up firstly
to store the complicated, structured and unstructured informa-
tion on GP design. Ontology [21] enables the clarification of the
relevant concepts in GP design. Furtherly, we built a relationship
knowledge base (RKB) for GP design. The RKB is composed of
various functional pattern knowledge base (FPKB), structure lines
knowledge base (SLKB) and controlling points knowledge base
(CPKB). Sensory analysis technique [22] is employed to extract the
knowledge from experienced experts on the relationships between
functional GPs, structural lines and controlling points (CPs) and
quantitatively characterize the relationships between them. More
importantly, the GPDKB has an adaptation rules knowledge base
(ARKB), enabling pattern parameters prediction and pattern asso-
ciate adaptation, which is extremely significant in garment mass
customization and industry 4.0.

Due to the protruding advantage in handling the problem of
function approximation [23], support vector regression (SVR),

Figure 1 Garment pattern design knowledge base.
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working on the principles of support vector machine (SVM) [24],
constitutes the computation tool for formalization and modeling
the relationships between CPs movement database and structure
lines (SLs) length variation. The major advantages of SVR includes
(1) it is suitable for both linear and non-linear regressions; (2) per-
forms lower computation compared to other regression techniques;
(3) its implementation is easy; (4) its network topology is no need
to be determined in advance, which can be generated automati-
cally when the training process terminates; (5) it has high general-
ized capability which can avoid local minimum [25]. Due to these
prominent advantages, SVR has been demonstrated much success
in the application in textile and fashion industry, such as prediction
textile dying process parameters [26], yarns characteristics [27,28],
fabric qualities [29], fabric contents [30,31] and human body mea-
surements [32]. Hence, we adopted SVR to deal with the rules of
GP associate adaptation in this study.

Compared with the existing literatures, the main contributions of
the proposed GPDKB are summarized as follows:

∙ Resolve the conflicting issue between better garment fit and
higher productivity in garment mass customization and
Industry 4.0;

∙ Integrate and formalize the complete in-depth knowledge of
GP design and enable to utilize the classical knowledge in
interaction with the 3D garment design software;

∙ Provide powerful supports for designers to make decisions in
GP design and adaptation;

∙ Largely simplify the complexity of manual operations and
evaluations in the garment CAD software by offering
accompanying services like a trainer to facilitate the use of the
software;

∙ Enhance the core value for the company by progressively
adding the new knowledge into the proposed KB;

∙ Release the heavy dependency on the knowledgeable and
experienced experts’ know-how, and reduce the risk led by the
turnover of experts for the enterprises;

∙ Promote the formation of a new knowledge-based personalized
garment design process by integrating the proposed KB into a
commercial 3D garment design software.

The remainder paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduced
the general research scheme, approach and formalization in this

study. Section 3 explained how to collect the data and knowledge
for creating the GPDKB. The construction of the GPDKB was
described in detail in Section 4. In Section 5, we validated and eval-
uated the performance of proposedGPDKB. Finally, the conclusion
and future research direction were present in Section 6.

2. GENERAL SCHEME AND
FORMALIZATION

2.1. General Scheme

Several experiments were conducted in this study in order to real-
ize the construction of the GPDKB. As shown in Figure 2, the
experiments in this study is composed of three phases. Firstly, we
construct the CKB based on ontology by extracting the relevant
knowledge from the experts in the domain of the GPOM in exper-
iment I. Secondly, we created the RKB to express the relationships
between SLs, CPs and GPs in experiment II. Furtherly, in experi-
ment III, after selecting the GPs with the optimal fitting effects, the
ARKB was set up by learning the length variation data of SLs and
the movement data of the CPs. Finally, the proposed GPDKB was
constituted with the CKB, RKB and ARKB.

2.2. Formalization

Let FC =
{
fc1, fc2,⋯ , fcm

}
be a set of m functions of GPs in the

process garment development and manufacturing involved in this
study.

Let GM =
{
gm1, gm2,⋯ , gmn

}
be a set of n kinds of garment

materials.

Let L =
{
l1, l2,⋯ , lp

}
be a set of p levels of GPs.

Let PFCML =
{
p1fcimj lk

, p2fcimj lk
,… , pqfcimj lk

} (
i ∈ [1,m] , j ∈ [1, n] ,

k ∈
[
1, p

])
is a set of functional patterns involved in this study,

where pqfcimj lk
represents the qth pattern piece with the kth level and

the ith function toward the jth garment material.

PFCML can also be written as follows: PFCML = PCAML ∪ PSAML ∪
PIRAML ∪ PINAML ∪ POFML. The subsets of PFCML can be defined as
follows:

Let PCAML =
{
p1CAmj lk

, p2CAmj lk
,… , pq1CAmj lk

}(
q1 ∈

[
1, q

])
is a set of

cutting assistance patterns (CAPs), the functions of which are uti-
lized as the guidelines for cutting fabrics and interlinings.

Figure 2 General research scheme.
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Let PSAML =
{
p1SAmj lk

, p2SAmj lk
,… , pq2SAmj lk

}(
q2 ∈

[
1, q

])
is a set

of SAPs, which has two main functions: one is to position the
items (like buttons and button holes) accurately and fast, and the
other is the guidelines of the sewing in some specific patterns (like
collar, collar stand, and cuff, etc.) in order to guarantee the fine
appearance.

Let PIRAML =
{
p1IRAmj lk

, p2IRAmj lk
,… , pq3IRAmj lk

}(
q3 ∈

[
1, q

])
is a

set of IRAPs, the application of which can promote the garment
appearance (like collar, pocket, and sleeve) and reduce the sewing
difficulties.

Let PINAML =
{
p1INAmj lk

, p2INAmj lk
,… , pq4INAmj lk

}(
q4 ∈

[
1, q

])
is a set

of inspection assistance patterns, which is applied in the process of
inspection.

Let POFML =
{
p1OFmj lk

, p2OFmj lk
,… , pq5OFmj lk

}(
q5 ∈

[
1, q

])
is a set of

other function patterns.

Let SL

(
pqfcimj lk

)
=

{
sl1

(
pqfcimj lk

)
, sl2

(
pqfcimj lk

)
,… , slu

(
pqfcimj lk

)}
is a set

of SLs on the functional GPs pqfcimj lk
.

Let CP

(
pqfcimj lk

)
=

{
cp1

(
pqfcimj lk

)
, cp2

(
pqfcimj lk

)
,… , cpv

(
pqfcimj lk

)}
is a

set of control points on the functional GPs pqfcimj lk
.

Let E =
{
e1, e2,⋯ , ew

}
be a set of w experts participated in the

sensory evaluation experiments in this study.

3. ACQUISITION OF DATA AND
KNOWLEDGE OF GP DESIGN

3.1. Experimental Preparation

3.1.1. Sensory analysis panel

Sensory analysis approach is implemented in this study, aiming at
extracting the experts’ knowledge about the relationships between
various functional GPs, SLs and CPs. Thus, a panel of 50 experts
who have over 10-year experiences in their respective domain in
fashion industry were invited as evaluators to participate in the
experiments. The panelists come from fivemajor domains covering
all the key procedures in a fashion design process, in terms of GP
design, fabric cutting, garment sewing, ironing and product inspec-
tion. The number of panelists in each domain was equivalent.

3.1.2. Experimental sample garments

The general principles of the proposed GPDKB can be applied in
all categories of garments. However, for simplicity, we expound
it using two kinds of classical representative garments, including
men’s shirts and leggings.

3.1.3. Sensory descriptors and evaluation scales

Semantic differential approach which is extensively applied in
sensory evaluation is utilized in this study [15]. In the sensory

evaluation experiment, the panelists should give the appropriate
normalized evaluation scales that can best represent their feelings
toward the functions and significance of the GPs in the process of
fashion design and garment production, as well as the SLs and CPs
constituting the GPs.

In this study, a score froma set of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, corresponding to the
linguistic values set {extremely insignificant, insignificant, medium,
significant, extremely significant}, is employed to evaluate the GPs,
SLs and CPs. All the involved panelists should give his scores from
this set.

3.2. Experiment I: Acquisition of the GP
Design Knowledge for Building the CKB

A sensory experiment was realized to procure the pattern design
knowledge on the relationships among various GPs, by quantita-
tively evaluating a set of GPs. The procedure is described in detail
as follows:

Step 1: A specific sample garment (men’s shirt/leggings) was
present to the panelists. A set of functional categories for the GPs,
such as CAP, sewing assistance patterns (SAPs) and ironing assis-
tance patterns (IRAPs), etc., was defined by the panelists through a
form of “round table” discussion.

Step 2: The pattern elements in each category of functional GPs
were screened based on the similar approach in step 1. Not only
the independence and nonrepeatability, but the completeness is
required in this step.

Step 3: A generalized GP design ontology concept model is devel-
oped (see Figure 3), including five categories of functional GPs, and
60 types of pattern elements.

3.3. Experiment II: Acquisition of the Data
for Creating the RKB

The objective of experiment II is to extract and characterize the
knowledge about the relationships between SLs, CPs quantitatively.
The experimental process is given below briefly:

Step 1: Based on the GP design ontology concept model created in
experiment I, the panelists were asked to evaluate the significance
of pattern element in an ontology-based model using a seman-
tic difference approach. The evaluation data of each panelist were
expressed by a vector FP(fci,mj,ew).

FP(fci,mj,ew) =
[
fp1 ⋯ fpk

]T (1)

where fpk records the sensory evaluation score of the kth pattern
toward for fci category of function of GPs with themj material given
by the ew panelist involved in this study, which represents the signif-
icance level of the pattern elements in a GP design ontology model.

Step 3: For each pattern element, the panelists were required to
evaluate the significance of each SL and CP in the GPs from the
perspective of production process using the similar methodology
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Figure 3 The generalized garment patterns design ontology concept model.

in experiment I. The evaluation results from each panelist were
expressed by the evaluation matrix SL(fci,mj,ew) and CP(fci,mj,ew).

SL(fci,mj,ew) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
sl1,1 ⋯ sl1,r
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

slk,1 ⋯ slk,r

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (2)

CP(fci,mj,ew) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
cp1,1 ⋯ cp1,t
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

cpk,1 ⋯ cpk,t

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (3)

where r and t represent the number of SLs and CPs in a pattern
element, k refers to the number of patterns.

3.4. Experiment III: Acquisition of the Data
for Establishing the ARKB

The major objective of experiment III is to collect the movements
data of the CPs and the length variation data of the correspond-
ing SLs for establishing the ARKB. For a specific garment (men’s
shirt/leggings), a sensory experiment was performed to select the
GPs with the optimal fitting effects on a standard male (body size:
170/88A) in 3D garment design software.

Step 1: By observing the garment fit at fitting pictures and videos
(see Figure 4), every panelist gave a linguistic score from a
set of {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}, which represents the linguistic values set{
extremely tight, tight, perfect, loose, extremely loose

}
for each size

of the GPs. We selected the optimal GPs by aggregating the results
of the sensory evaluation experiments.

Step 2: For each pattern element, we extracted a series of SLs from
the originalGPs (see Figure 5(a–c)). The principle for this operation
is to keep the status of the SLs in original patterns, including length,
direction, angle and radian, etc.

Step 3: For all the extracted SLs, we defined the movement direc-
tions of the corresponding CPs in the same coordinate system,
including horizontal and vertical directions (see Figure 5(b) and
(c)).

Step 4: As illustrated in Figure 4(d), for each extracted SL⎛⎜⎜⎝sl
(
pqfcimj lk

)
u

⎞⎟⎟⎠ and the corresponding CPs
⎛⎜⎜⎝cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
v , cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
v+1

⎞⎟⎟⎠,
we acquired the movement data of the two CPs including

dx_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
v , dy_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
v , dx_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
v+1 , and dy_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
v+1

under various moving scenarios firstly, and then record the corre-

sponding length variation data dl_sl

(
pqfcimj lk

)
u of the SL

⎛⎜⎜⎝sl
(
pqfcimj lk

)
u

⎞⎟⎟⎠.
These data composed of the learning dataset for establishing the
ARKB.

4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE GPDKB

The general principle of developing the GPDKB can be suitable for
all kinds of garments. For simplicity, in this section, we take the
men’s shirt, e.g., to introduce the development of the GPDKB in this
work.

4.1. Construction of the CKB

After a sensory experiment described in Section 3.2, the patterns of
the shirt were classified into four functional categories, as shown in
Figure 6. The corresponding functions for shirt pattern pieces were
demonstrated in Table 1.

Based on the analysis above, we can create the CKB for men’s shirt
patterns in ontology form (see Figure 7).
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Figure 4 Selection of the garment patterns with the optimal fitting effects.

Figure 5 Learning data acquisition.

4.2. Construction of the Relationships
Knowledge Base (RKB)

We first aggregated the evaluation data from all the panelists about
the patterns, SLs and CPs based on the Eqs. (1–3). The aggre-
gated evaluation data were expressed by the matrix SFP(FC,M),
SSL(FC,M) and SCP(FC,M) (FC ∈ {CA, SA, IRA, INA} ,M ∈ {F, IL}),
respectively. Based on these matrixs, we set up the functional pat-
terns knowledge bases (FPKBs), the SLKBs and the CPKBs.

Furtherly, we established the relationships knowledge base
RKB(FC,SL,M) by performing the matrix composition operation
between SFP(FC,M) and SSL(FC,M).

RKB(FC,SL,M) = SSL(FC,M)⁃SFP(FC,M),
FC ∈ {CA, SA, IRA, INA} ,M ∈ {F, IL} (4)

For example, the KBs describing the relationships between the SLs
in CAP and the CAP, can be denoted as follows:

RKB(CA,SL,F) = SSL(CA,F)⁃SFP(CA,F)

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
ssl(CA,F)1,1 × sfp(CA,F)1,1 ⋯ ssl(CA,F)1,u1

× sfp(CA,F)1,1
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

ssl(CA,F)11,1 × sfp(CA,F)1,11 ⋯ ssl(CA,F)11,u1
× sfp(CA,F)1,11

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(5)

RKB(CA,SL,IL) = SSL(CA,IL)⁃SFP(CA,IL)

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
ssl(CA,IL)1,1 × sfp(CA,IL)1,1 ⋯ ssl(CA,IL)1,u2

× sfp(CA,IL)1,1
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

ssl(CA,IL)4,1 × sfp(CA,IL)1,4 ⋯ ssl(CA,F)4,u2
× sfp(CA,IL)1,4

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6)

where u1 and u2 represent the number of SLs.
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Figure 6 Classification of functional patterns for a men’s shirt.

Table 1 Functions of men’s shirt patterns.

Symbol Pattern Name Function Symbol Pattern Name Function
p1CAFPR Right front piece CAP for fabrics p3SAFSE Cuff SAP for fabrics
p2CAFPR Left front piece CAP for fabrics p1SAFTE Pocket SAP for fabrics
p3CAFPR Yoke CAP for fabrics p2SAFTE Pocket flap SAP for fabrics
p4CAFPR Back piece CAP for fabrics p3SAFTE Right placket SAP for fabrics
p1CAFSE Collar piece CAP for fabrics p4SAFTE Left placket SAP for fabrics
p2CAFSE Collar stand CAP for fabrics p1IRAFSE Collar piece IRAP for fabrics
p3CAFSE Sleeve CAP for fabrics p2IRAFSE Collar stand IRAP for fabrics
p4CAFSE Cuff CAP for fabrics p3IRAFSE Cuff IRAP for fabrics
p1CAFTE Pocket CAP for fabrics p1IRAFTE Pocket IRAP for fabrics
p2CAFTE Pocket flap CAP for fabrics p2IRAFTE Pocket flap IRAP for fabrics
p3CAFTE Sleeve placket CAP for fabrics p1INAFSE Collar piece INAP for fabrics
p1CAILSE Collar piece CAP for interlinings p2INAFSE Collar stand INAP for fabrics
p2CAILSE Collar stand CAP for interlinings p3INAFSE Cuff INAP for fabrics
p3CAILSE Cuff CAP for interlinings p1INAFTE Pocket INAP for fabrics
p1CAILTE Sleeve placket CAP for interlinings p2INAFTE Pocket flap INAP for fabrics
p1SAFSE Collar piece SAP for fabrics p3INAFTE Right placket INAP for fabrics
p2SAFSE Collar stand SAP for fabrics p4INAFTE Left placket INAP for fabrics

The relationships knowledge base RKB(FC,CP,M), describing the
relationships between the CPs and the functional patterns, was
defined by performing the matrix composition operation between
SFP(FC,M) and SCP(FC,M).

RKB(FC,CP,M) = SCP(FC,M)⁃SFP(FC,M),
FC ∈ {CA, SA, IRA, INA} ,M ∈ {F, IL} (7)

4.3. Construction of the ARKB

SVR refers to a regression algorithm that is used for predicting con-
tinuous ordered variables and has been considered as a promising

approach for handling the problem of function approximation [23].
SVR works on the principles of SVM, developed originally by Vap-
nik and his colleagues rooted in statistic learning theory [24]. Due
to the advantages of SVR and successful applications in the textile
and fashion sector described in Section 1, we created the ARKB in
our study using the SVR methodology.

The hierarchical structure of the ARKB can be observed in
Figure 8. The ARKB was construct based on u sub-KBs. Each sub-

KB ARKBu

(
pqfcimj lk

)
including five SVR models which were utilized

to model the interrelationships between length variation of the SL
and the movement data of the corresponding CPs. The input and
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Figure 7 Men’s shirt patterns design ontology model.

Figure 8 Hierarchical structure of the adaptation rules knowledge base (ARKB).

output variables of the SVRmodels were demonstrated in Figure 9.
Therewere four inputs and one output for each SVRmodel. The five
variables in the learning dataset were defined as the output variable
alternatively, with the other four variables as the input variables.

Take the SL
⎛⎜⎜⎝sl

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠ and the corresponding CPs

⎛⎜⎜⎝cp
(
pqfcimj lk

)
1 , cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
2

⎞⎟⎟⎠ illustrated in Figure 5(c) for example.

Based on the pattern designers’ expert knowledge, we totally col-
lected 277 items of dynamic data of the SL and the corresponding
CPs to constitute the learning dataset, as shown in Table 2.

The performance of the SVR model is heavily affected by the selec-
tion of key parameters, such as kernel function and the penalty
factor. Inappropriate combination of the parameters will lead to
the occurrence of over-fitting or under-fitting. The trial-and-error

approach is utilized in choosing the parameters conventionally.
The drawback of this method is not only time-costing, but also
hard to obtain the optimal results. Bayesian approach presented
Jonas Mockus is a sequential design strategy for global optimiza-
tion of “black-box” functions, and is best suited for optimization
over continuous domains of less than 20 dimensions [33]. Based
on the above analysis, we applied the Bayesian optimization to
determine the parameters of SVR model in our work. In addi-
tion, a 10-fold cross validation approach was introduced to avoid-
ing the over-fitting. The average regression accuracy was taken as
the final regression accuracy. Table 3 shows the optimal parame-

ters of the SVR models for the SL
⎛⎜⎜⎝sl

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠ after the learning

process. Through performing the same procedure, we can obtain
themodels of all the SLs andCPs inmen’s shirt patterns, which con-
stitute the ARKB.
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Figure 9 The inputs and outputs of the support vector regression (SVR) models.

Table 2 Learning dataset of the structure line
⎛⎜⎜⎝sl

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠ (Unit: cm).

S.N. dl_sl

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1 dx_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1 dy_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1 dx_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
2 dy_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
2

1 −1.83 3.6 −3 2.4 −4.2
2 −1.53 3 −2.5 2 −3.5
3 −1.22 2.4 −2 1.6 −2.8
4 −0.92 1.8 −1.5 1.2 −2.1
5 −0.61 1.2 −1 0.8 −1.4
6 −0.31 0.6 −0.5 0.4 −0.7
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

277 1.05 −1.2 0 0 0

Table 3 The optimal parameters of the support vector regression (SVR) models for the structure line
⎛⎜⎜⎝sl

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠.
Model Output Kernel Function Kernel Scale Penalty Factor Epsilon
SVR1 dl Gaussian 5.6259 940.6700 0.4326
SVR2 dx_cp1 Polynomial / 6.4188 0.2600
SVR3 dy_cp1 Gaussian 0.4677 0.1994 0.2850
SVR4 dx_cp2 Polynomial / 0.0538 0.0013
SVR5 dy_cp2 Linear / 983.6300 0.2271

5. VALIDATION AND APPLICATION
OF THE GPDKB

5.1. Application of the GPDKB in GP
Associate Adaptation

An application scenario is assumed as follows. A consumer would
like to purchase a well-fitted shirt. After try-on multiple shirts
repeatedly, he found that only shirt A could meet his fit require-
ments relatively except for the collar that was a little tight, while the
collar of shirt B can fit him correctly. If the difference of the collar
girth between shirt A and B is 2 cm, the task of GP adaptation was
to modify the collar from size A to B by adding up to 2 cm based
on the GPDKB. The detailed implementation process is described
as below.

Step 1: Setting of the adaptation parameter of the neckline in the
front piece

Considering the symmetry of the shirt, we set the adaptation
parameter of the neckline in the front piece to 0.5 cm.

Step 2: Adaptation of the front piece of the CAP for fabric (see
Figure 10)

(1) Calculation of the movement of the CP cp(p
1
CAFPR)

2 ;

(2) Calculation of the length deviation of the adjacent SL sl(p
1
CAFPR)

2 ;

(3) Checking the length of the adjacent SLe sl(p
1
CAFPR)

2 .

If the length deviation dl_sl(p
1
CAFPR)

2 is less than a predefined
threshold value 𝜖, then the adaptation process of the front
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Figure 10 The flowchart of the adaptation of neckline in the front piece.

piece terminates; otherwise we will calculate themovement of
the CP cp(p

1
CAFPR)

3 ;

(4) The process of “checking-adaptation” will be performed
repeatedly until all the dimensional requirements of the
remaining SLs are achieved.

Step 4: Associate adaptation of the other patterns.

(1) From the RKB defined by the Eqs. (1–7), the corresponding
SLs between the front piece, yoke piece, collar stand and collar
piece are identified;

(2) For the yoke piece, collar stand and collar piece, we start
the pattern adaptation from the corresponding SLs using the
same method described in Step 3.

5.2. Adaptation Effects Comparison
Between the GPDKB-Based Method
and the Traditional Grading Method

The standard sizing system which includes classic and tradi-
tional GP adaptation knowledge, has been extensively accepted and
applied in fashion industry. In this section, we will compare the
adaptation effects between the GPDKB-based method and the tra-
ditional grading method.

Under the same scenario described in Section 5.1, for a given pat-
tern p1CAFPR, we let dx_cp

(grading)
1 and dy_cp(grading)1 be zero. Accord-

ing the grading rules given by a standard sizing system like the
China National Standard (GB/T 1335.1–2008), we set dx_cp(grading)2

and dy_cp(grading)2 to 0.4. Therefore, the adaptation rule for the

sl(p
1
CAFPR)

1 based on the traditional grading method can be expressed

by
{
dx_cp(grading)1 , dy_cp(grading)1 , dx_cp(grading)2 , dy_cp(grading)2 ,

}
=

{0, 0, 0.4, 0.4}. And then, we adjusted the sl(p
1
CAFPR)

1 by the adaptation
rules generated from the traditional grading method and the pro-
posedGPDKB in the same software environment (LectraModaris).
As illustrated in Figure 11, dl_sl(Grading)1 and dl_sl(GPDKB)1 are 0.57
and 0.58 cm, respectively, meaning that the adaptation effects of the
two methods are rather closed. From the comparison experimental
results, the adaptation effects based on the two methods are equiv-
alent generally, which indicates that the proposed GPDKB is a fea-
sible solution for realizing automatic and intelligent adaptation of
the GPs.

5.3. Performance Comparison of the
Proposed GPDKB

To evaluation the performance of SVR-based GPDKB, we com-
pared it with other classic regression approaches, involvingmultiple
linear regression (MLR) and backpropagation-artificial neural net-

work (BP-ANN). Take the SL
⎛⎜⎜⎝sl

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠ for instance. Based on the
pattern designer’s knowledge, we collected 26 new records of data
independent of the learning dataset (see Table 2) to consist of the
testing dataset (see Table 4) which are considered as the baseline to
evaluate the performance of the models.

The performance of three kinds of themodels were calculated using
the same testing dataset shown in Table 4. The indicators of average
of mean squared error (AMSE) and average of standard deviation
(ASD) were used to evaluate the model performance.

For other SLs, due to the length limitation of this article, the testing
dataset and concrete computational process is not presented here.
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Figure 11 Adaptation effects comparison between the garment pattern design knowledge base (GPDKB)-based
method and the traditional grading method.

Table 4 Testing dataset of the structure line
⎛⎜⎜⎝sl

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠ (Unit: cm).

S.N. dl_sl

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1 dx_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1 dy_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
1 dx_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
2 dy_cp

(
pqfcimj lk

)
2

1 0.87 −4.5 1.5 −3.5 1.5
2 1.05 −5.4 1.8 −4.2 1.8
3 −0.98 4.8 −12 6 −12
4 −0.82 4 −10 5 −10
5 −0.66 3.2 −8 4 −8
6 −0.5 2.4 −6 3 −6
7 −0.34 1.6 −4 2 −4
8 0.17 −0.8 2 −1 2
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

26 0.69 −3.2 8 −4 8

For each kind of regression model, we aggregated all the evaluating
results of the models for all the SLs and CPs. Table 5 demonstrated
the aggregated evaluating results for the GPDKB with various data
learning techniques. FromTable 5, it can easily be observed that the
AMSE and ASD of the SVR-based model was the lowest, followed
by the MLR-based model and the BP-ANN model. From this per-
spective, it can be inferred that the SVR-based GPDKB proposed in
our work had the optimal performance.

5.4. Extension to Other Types of Garments

As is illustrated in Figure 12, following the general principles of
developing the GPDKB, we can establish the compression leggings
patterns design ontology model, in which there are three categories
of functional patterns with 10 pattern elements in total. Based on
the ontology model, the CKB of the compression leggings patterns
can be defined. Since the limitation of the length of this paper, the

Table 5 Performance comparison for the GPDKB with
various data learning techniques.
Approach Average of

MSE (AMSE)
Average of
SD (ASD)

SVR 0.1279 0.1651
MLR 0.7465 1.1106
BP-ANN 0.8355 1.2731
SVR, support vector regression; GPDKB, garment pattern design knowledge
base; MLR, multiple linear regression (MLR); BP-ANN, backpropagation-
artificial neural network.

detailed process of creating the RKB and ARKB will not be pre-
sented here. Nevertheless, we believe that the development of RKB
and ARKB can be easily realized according to the steps described in
Sections 3 and 4.
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Figure 12 Compression leggings patterns ontology model.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we put forward a new approach to create GPDKB.
It can be implemented by various enterprises in the fashion indus-
try to promote the level of garment mass customization, which is
regarded as one of the core competencies for the companies. The
proposed GPDKB was constructed based on the knowledge from
the knowledgeable and experienced experts covering all the key
procedures in a fashion design and garment production process.
TheGPDKB, constituted by three secondary sub-KBs and six three-
level sub-KBs, can not only systematically represent the classical
knowledge on GP design, but also enable to realize pattern parame-
ters prediction. More importantly, the presented GPDKB provides
a self-associate adaptation mechanism for GPs, which is extremely
significant in garment mass customization. In summary, the pro-
posed GPDKB development approach as well as the GPDKB has
the following merits: (1) provide an effective and efficient solu-
tion to resolve the conflicting issues in GP design; (2) formalize the
complete knowledge of GP design systematically and enable to use
the classical knowledge interaction with a 3D garment CAD; (3)
offer powerful supports for designers to make decisions in fashion
design; (4) supply accompanying services like a trainer to facilitate
the use of the garment CAD and simply the manual operations and
evaluations; (5) enhance the core competency for the company by
successively supplementing new knowledge into the GPDKB; (6)
reduce the risks of experts’ turnover for the company by releasing
the strong reliance on the knowledgeable and experienced experts’
know-how; (7) promote the formation of a new knowledge-based

personalized fashion design process by integrating the proposed
KB into a commercial 3D garment design software. In this context,
future research directions of this work include two-folds: (1) the
development of an intelligent and generalized fashion design deci-
sion support system combing with the GPDKB; (2) enhancement of
the decision support system by progressively learning and adding
new knowledge from new design cases.
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